
Scribe & Anelli
 Lighting news by Bolia

Scandinavian design brand Bolia presents two new lighting products: Scribe, a contemporary wall 
and floor lamp; and Anelli, an airy pendant. Scribe stands out for its versatility, Anelli for its ethereal 
expression.

A modern reinterpretation of a classic work lamp, Scribe can be used as a bedside lamp, desk lamp or reading 
lamp. It features a slender base topped by an adjustable light source. Scribe is available in two versions: floor 
lamp and wall lamp. Both are characterized by their sculptural shape and contemporary expression. As a result, 
they blend easily into most interiors.

The Scribe floor lamp and wall lamp are available in four finishes: matt antique brass plated iron, matt black, 
matt creme or gray matt painted iron. This piece is designed by Studio Finna, a Finnish design studio founded 
by Anni Pitkäjärvi and Hanna-Kaarina Heikkilä, whose work has been exhibited in several countries.

Anelli is a luminous expression of lightness. Although voluminous, this pendant retains an airy, almost ethereal 
feel. With its rings of oak or birch veneer, it has a natural, simple expression, in line with the New Scandina-
vian Design aesthetic of Bolia. The rings are delicately suspended by a fine string. The projected light is soft and 
dreamy.

Anelli is available in two sizes, ideal for creating harmonious compositions. These pieces reflect the unique 
touch of the German designer Meike Harde: delicate structures, a certain transparency and subtle details in pure 
shapes. Her designs aim towards an aesthetic synergy of material and form

Bolia.com

Bolia.com is a Danish design company with 82 design stores across Europe as well as online shops in 30 
countries and exclusive dealers in more than 50 countries around the world. 

The Bolia design collective includes world-renowned international designers who share a passion for 
longevity, handcrafted quality, and sustainable solutions. In close collaboration, two annual collections 
are created; always inspired by the ever-changing Scandinavian landscapes, and with every design tai-

lor-made to fit the customer’s needs
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